Access Request for:
The Bloomberg Lab

PURPOSE: This form allows faculty members to authorize / grant researchers access to the Bloomberg Lab at the Goodman School of Business.

ACCOUNTS: Researchers are required to have staff accounts in order to access GSB printing, managed storage, and account management services. Departmental administrative assistants can assist researchers with obtaining a staff account.

BACKUP YOUR WORK: Bloomberg Lab computers may be reimaged without notice. Please save all work to a network storage location or an external storage device.

ASSOCIATE DEAN’S SIGNATURE: Please complete the following form and return to the Dean’s Office for approval before returning to the GSBTech office in GSB 463.

_____________________________ Given Name: ____________________________
Surname: ______________________________

Brock Email: ___________________________________ ID #: __________________

Prox Number: ___________________________ Research Assistant ☐ OR Student ☐

Staff Account: Yes ☐ ___________________ No ☐

I agree to abide by the Brock University Computer Use Policy. I understand that access to the Bloomberg Lab cannot be shared and recognize it is for research purposes.

____________________________
Researcher Signature

____________________________
Faculty Sponsor

Name: ________________________________

Dept: ☐ ACTG ☐ FOIS ☐
☐ MIBS ☐ OBHREE ☐
☐ Other ___________________________

Office Use Only SARF#: __________________

I authorize the person listed above to have access to the Bloomberg Lab.

____________________________
Faculty Signature

Authorization Period: ☐-Fall ☐-Winter ☐-Spring or ☐-Summer term

Select One Term Above.

Access will be granted until the last day for examinations as posted in the undergraduate calendar for the term described above.

____________________________
Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Programs Signature

____________________________
Start Date: ______________________________
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